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Inexpensive Ice Cream
Startups

People are falling in love with Thai Fry Ice Cream, made with the same
delicious ingredients we use to make gelato. Crowds collect to watch
it being made! The setup cost is much less than for gelato, requiring
only a freeze plate. The qulaity of these plates, made in China, varies
considerably but ours come from a reliable manufacturer we have
used for a long time.

Thai Fry Ice Cream

Thai fry ice cream is made on a freeze plate using an ice cream base such as our
Express base. Using a good base is important because it contains emulsifiers,
stabilizers, creamers and milk proteins that prevent icing and make the ice
cream creamy and delicious. Without these important ingredients the finished
product tends to be icy and dry.

Watch Video

A high-qulaity Panasonic compresor chills the freeze plate to -30C in
a few minutes. For fastest operation, most vendors keep the machine
running all day. You can conserve energy by covering the pan.

The selection of the round or square models is a matter of choice, however we recommend the units with the six refrigerated hoppers which
keep fruits and condiments fresh.

Fry Ice Cream Ingredients
Express base is so delicious and
easy to use! It contains everything,
including lots of delicious NZ
whole milk powder. Just add contents of bag to 2.5L of warm water,
mix and keep cold. Each bag of
mix makes about 40-50 portions.
Exprerss base comes in eleven
flavors but the most popular are:
unflavored, coconut, chcoclate,
vanilla and yoghurt.

Flavoring

Nothing inproves the flavor of Thai
Fry Ice Cream like our natural fruit
flavorings. It is much more intense
than just using fresh fruit alone. A
tablespoon of our all-natural fruit
pastes per portion improves the flavor of your ice cream 100%!
Our fruit pastses come in 2Kg containers-135 teaspoons! So economical!
The most popular flavors are:
Apple, blueberry, caramel, passionfruit, rum raisen and strawberry.
Other popular flavors are made with
cookies such as Oreo and chocolateb
chip.

Other flavors include: coffee, mocha, capucchino and green tea.

Watch Video

Thai Fry Ice Cream really brings in the crowds, who stand there salivating as they watch you make their special treat. The cost of the
freeze plate and ingreidents is just a small fracion compared to making regular ice cream.
There are many ways to make delicious fry ice cream that you can
learn by watching on U-Tube. But there are not many suppliers who
can match our quality machinery and oh, so deliious ingriednts!
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